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Worker rights advocates seeking to improve labor conditions in global supply chains have 
engaged in private political strategies prompting transnational corporations (TNCs) to adopt 
codes of conduct and monitor their suppliers for compliance, but it is not clear whether 
organizational structures established by TNCs to protect their reputations can actually raise labor 
standards.  We extend the literature on private politics and organizational self-regulation by 
identifying several conditions under which codes and monitoring are more likely to be associated 
with improvements in supply chain working conditions.  We find that suppliers are more likely to 
improve when they face external compliance pressure in their domestic institutional environment, 
when their buyers take a cooperative approach to monitoring, and when their auditors are highly 
trained.  We find, further, that a cooperative approach to monitoring enhances the impact of 
auditor training, and that auditor training has a greater impact on improvement when coupled 
with a cooperative approach than with external compliance pressures.  These findings suggest key 
considerations that should inform the design and implementation of monitoring strategies aimed 
at improving conditions in global supply chains as well as theory and empirical research on the 
organizational outcomes of private political activism for social change. 
 
Since the 1990s, the struggle to improve working conditions in global supply chains has 
been fought largely in the realm of private politics.  As macro-economic, political, and social 
conditions associated with globalization have eroded the actual and perceived power of states to 
regulate labor standards and market conditions, workers’ rights advocates who previously 
mobilized to change state policy have increasingly shifted their activism directly against 
transnational corporations (TNCs) (Bartley and Child, 2014; Mena and Waeger, 2014).  “The 
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anti-sweatshop movement arguably made the TNC into the central locus of struggle over labor 
rights and globalization at the turn of the twenty-first century” (Bartley and Child, 2014: 657). 
 Interest groups and their private politics strategies have had far-reaching effects in 
shaping the way TNCs structure the governance of their global value chains.  To avoid the 
negative publicity generated by anti-sweatshop activism, thousands of TNCs, including all US 
Fortune 500 companies, have adopted codes of conduct that require suppliers to meet specified 
workplace standards (McBarnet, 2007).  Many of these companies also conduct “social audits” 
to monitor their global value chains and assess suppliers’ adherence to those codes (Short, 
Toffel, and Hugill, 2016).  Codes and auditing are also used by the scores of multi-stakeholder 
initiatives that provide collective fora for private regulation of supply chain practices.  
Organizations like the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil, the Electronics Industry Citizenship 
Coalition, and the Ethical Trading Initiative bring together representatives from industry and 
civil society to set standards for supply chain practices and certify members’ compliance through 
social auditing.  Hundreds of thousands of audits are conducted on behalf of individual firms and 
multi-stakeholder initiatives each year (Gould, 2005), making social auditing an $80 billion 
industry (AFL-CIO, 2013).   
 While TNCs initially adopted codes and monitoring for business purposes, including 
information gathering and reputation management, these organizational structures are 
increasingly being embraced by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), governments, 
intergovernmental organizations, and businesses as a mechanism for achieving the social goal of 
improving conditions for workers in global supply chains (Utting, 2005; LeBaron and Lister, 
2015).  Codes and monitoring are now central to the strategy of NGOs that alternately agitate 
and partner with TNCs to encourage ever-stricter standards and more robust private monitoring 
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to improve labor conditions (Bartley, 2007; King and Pearce, 2010; LeBaron and Lister, 2015).  
Codes and monitoring are the bases of recently enacted regulatory regimes in many countries 
that seek to improve supply chain practices by requiring TNCs to conduct supply chain due 
diligence and publicly disclose their findings (Nolan, 2014).  Codes and monitoring are the 
lynchpin of prominent United Nations initiatives in the area of business and human rights, like 
the Global Compact and the Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, which rely on 
the voluntary implementation of private standards and monitoring to improve global labor 
conditions (Ruggie, 2008).  Responding to this pervasive demand for improvement, leading 
social auditing firms advertise that their services will help “both suppliers and customers in 
implementing sustainable business practices and improving workplace conditions in global 
supply chains” (UL Responsible Sourcing, 2015; see also Elevate, 2016; Intertek, 2016).  
Despite all this, many have argued that codes and monitoring ostensibly meant to improve 
working conditions in global supply chains are, at best, window-dressing (Esbenshade, 2004; 
Frynas, 2005; Seidman, 2007; Barkemeyer, 2009) or, worse, a calculated ploy to undermine 
labor organizing efforts (Justice, 2006) and fend off more stringent state regulation (Utting, 
2005; Barkemeyer, 2009; Shamir, 2011).   
This debate presents a classic institutional puzzle: can organizational structures 
established for business purposes achieve normative goals like raising labor standards?  In this 
paper, we extend the literature on private politics and organizational self-regulation by 
identifying some of the conditions under which supply chain codes and monitoring are more 
likely to be associated with improvement in working conditions.  Using a novel dataset drawn 
from thousands of audits for code-of-conduct compliance in 66 countries by one of the world’s 
largest supply chain auditing firms, we investigate how compliance improvement rates differ 
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among suppliers depending on both institutional compliance pressure and social auditing 
program design.  We also, for the first time, test the interaction of institutional pressures and 
design features.   
We find that suppliers are more likely to improve when they face compliance pressure in 
their domestic institutional environment, when their buyers take a cooperative approach to 
monitoring, and when their auditors are highly trained.  We find, further, that a cooperative 
approach to monitoring enhances the impact of auditor training, while having more highly 
trained auditors yields no measurable influence on the improvement rates of suppliers facing 
external compliance pressures in their institutional environment.  These findings suggest key 
considerations that should inform both the design and implementation of monitoring strategies 
aimed at improving conditions in global supply chains as well as theory and empirical research 
on the organizational outcomes of private political activism for social change. 
PRIVATE POLITICAL ACTIVISM AND ORGANIZATIONAL SELF-REGULATION 
Two streams of research inform our investigation of the conditions under which private 
codes and monitoring can be effective:  the literature on private politics and the literature on 
organizational self-regulation.  Private politics research has focused on the way actors mobilize 
for and respond to collective action in markets in order to contest either the behavior of market 
actors or the harmful conditions produced by markets (Baron, 2003; King and Pearce, 2010).  
Research on self-regulation, by contrast, has examined whether and how certain structures and 
logics embedded in organizations can change organizational practices (e.g., Ayres and 
Braithwaite, 1992; Edelman, 1992; Selznick, 1992; Dobbin and Sutton, 1998; Parker, 2002).  
The fundamental theoretical concern of both literatures is how collective action can change the 
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behavior of organizations in markets without reliance on the coercive power of law or the state 
(Baron, 2003; King and Pearce, 2010; Short and Toffel, 2010).  
Private politics research has produced significant insights about private political strategy, 
both from the perspectives of the activists and their corporate targets. This literature has revealed 
how activists select targets (Baron and Diermeier, 2007; Bartley and Child, 2014; Mena and 
Waeger, 2014; McDonnell, King, and Soule, 2015), the negative economic impact activist 
campaigns can have on corporate targets (King and Soule, 2007), the conditions under which 
companies tend to respond to activist campaigns (Eesley and Lenox, 2006; King, 2008), and the 
measures corporate organizations have tended to adopt in response to activism (King, 2008; 
Soule, 2009; McDonnell and King, 2013).  While studies have examined the outcomes produced 
by private political campaigns, they have focused on the institutional logics and organizational 
forms companies have adopted in response to activism (King and Pearce, 2010) rather than on 
whether these structures actually change company practices.  For instance, we know that 
companies often respond to private political activism by publicly committing to uphold the 
values advocated by the activists (Eesley and Lenox, 2006; King, 2008; Soule, 2009; McDonnell 
and King, 2013) and that some companies go further to demonstrate their commitment by 
creating formal organizational structures, like corporate social responsibility (CSR) board 
committees, or by engaging in practices like CSR reporting (McDonnell, King, and Soule, 2015).  
However, these studies reveal little about whether such organizational structures significantly 
change the behavior of the companies that adopt them or whether they are merely symbolic 
gestures (De Bakker et al., 2013).   
Certainly, TNCs’ supplier codes of conduct and monitoring regimes bear all the 
hallmarks of “myth and ceremony” (Meyer and Rowan, 1977).  It would be difficult to find 
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organizational structures that more “dramatically reflect the myths of their institutional 
environments instead of the demands of their [organizations’] work activities” (Meyer and 
Rowan, 1977).  Corporate organizations adopted codes and monitoring largely in response to 
coercive and mimetic external pressures (Suchman, 1995).  Initially, companies adopted these 
self-regulatory regimes for instrumentally rational business purposes:  to deflect or avoid 
negative publicity generated by anti-sweatshop campaigns in order to preserve corporate assets 
like brand value and reputation (Bartley and Child, 2014; Mena and Waeger, 2014).  Codes and 
monitoring diffused rapidly throughout the field of TNCs as companies imitated the aggressively 
marketed embrace of these structures by industry leaders like Nike and Apple and as 
stakeholders like NGOs and shareholder activists made them into touchstones of transnational 
corporate legitimacy (Etzion and Ferraro, 2010).  However, the substantive changes in 
production practices that such structures formally require of supply chain factories—for instance, 
minimum wage requirements, overtime restrictions, and freedom of association rights for 
workers—are fundamentally at odds with the economic logic of the extended global value chain 
(Locke, 2013).  Thus, they are ripe for decoupling (Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Meyer et al., 1997). 
Literature on organizational self-regulation suggests that, despite strong pressures to 
decouple self-regulatory structures from actual practices, companies do sometimes effectively 
implement self-regulation.  However, theory (Campbell, 2007) and empirical studies have found 
that meaningful self-regulation tends to depend on robust government monitoring (Short and 
Toffel, 2010; Lim and Tsutsui, 2012; Short, 2013; Marquis and Qian, 2014).  Other research that 
has identified successful implementation of organizational self-regulation has studied voluntary 
programs that are implemented in the context of a broader, legally backed state regulatory 
regime such as American anti-discrimination law (Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly, 2006) or 
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environmental law (Potoski and Prakash, 2005).  Similarly, studies specifically investigating 
suppliers’ compliance with labor codes of conduct have found that codes and monitoring tend to 
be associated with better working conditions when combined with governmental regulatory 
efforts (e.g., Rodriguez-Garavito, 2005; Seidman, 2007; Amengual, 2010; Locke, Rissing, and 
Pal, 2013; Toffel, Short, and Ouellet, 2015).   
The literature on self-regulation has yet to address the question of whether private 
organizational governance structures that were adopted in response to private political activism 
can alter market behavior outside the shadow of a robust state-based regulatory regime.  This is a 
significant gap, because global value chains extend into many countries where governmental 
monitoring and enforcement is weak or lacking (Frynas, 2005).  “Today, garment and electronic 
factories from Vietnam to Honduras are often more likely to be inspected by private social 
auditing firms than government workplace inspectors” (Anner, 2012: 610).   
Although there are many studies on supplier codes of conduct, none address this precise 
question.  Most research in this field has measured levels of supplier compliance at a particular 
moment in time rather than compliance improvement over time (e.g., Egels-Zandén, 2007; 
Locke, Qin, and Brause, 2007; Oka, 2010a, 2010b; Ang et al., 2012; Bartley and Egels-Zandén, 
2015; Toffel, Short, and Ouellet, 2015).  Thus, these studies cannot address questions about the 
conditions producing change in markets.   
A few studies have observed that, in the aggregate, supplier compliance with codes has 
improved over time (Locke, Qin, and Brause, 2007; Shea, Nakayama, and Heymann, 2010; 
Nadvi et al., 2011; Ang et al., 2012; Locke, Rissing, and Pal, 2013; Toffel, Short, and Ouellet, 
2015). Others have shown that labor code compliance tends to improve more rapidly in some 
code categories, like health and safety, than in others, like freedom of association (Barrientos and 
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Smith, 2007; Ruwanpura, 2012).  However, these studies have not hypothesized what conditions 
are associated with improvement.  
The few studies that have empirically examined factors associated with code compliance 
improvement have significant limitations.  For instance, Weil and Mallo (2007) and Ang et al. 
(2012) investigated factors associated with improvements in labor standards compliance, but 
both studies measured these factors, as well as the compliance improvement rates themselves, 
using data aggregated by market (that is, at the national or regional level), leaving open the 
question of what accounts for individual suppliers’ improvement (or failure to improve).  
Similarly, while Locke, Rissing, and Pal (2013) discuss factors associated with improvement in 
labor conditions at a few individual factories, their findings fail to identify factors that can 
explain why some improve and others do not, because each of the factories in their matched-
pairs case study improved.  To our knowledge, no study has investigated the factors associated 
with different suppliers’ differing rates of improvement.   
Our study seeks to fill this gap by investigating the factors that predict which suppliers 
are more likely to improve their compliance with codes of conduct.  We argue that such 
improvement, particularly in a domain where it is not obviously motivated by the shadow of 
legal consequences, will be driven not only by the kind of institutional compliance pressures 
long theorized in the self-regulation literature, but also—and crucially—by the transfer of 
compliance knowledge between auditors and the suppliers they audit.  Drawing on both the 
literature on private standards compliance and the broader literature on how knowledge is 
transferred across organizations, we argue that suppliers subject to codes and monitoring are 
most likely to improve when they are subject to monitoring regimes designed to promote the 
transfer of compliance knowledge from auditors to suppliers.   
  9  
Institutional Compliance Pressures 
Like most public regulatory regimes, many private regulatory regimes rely on the 
principles of deterrence theory to shape behavior.  Briefly stated, they attempt to incentivize 
desired behavior by lowering its costs or to curb unwanted behavior by increasing its costs 
(Locke, Amengual, and Mangla, 2009).  Unwanted behavior is deterred through various types of 
penalties, ranging from fines to reputational damage to adverse business consequences, but 
penalties can only be imposed if the unwanted behavior is detected.  Thus, the prospect of 
detection raises the probability of punishment and creates pressure on regulated entities to 
comply—the greater the probability of detection, the greater the pressure.   
Although government inspection regimes are often weak in the countries where global 
suppliers are located, research suggests that civil society actors like NGOs and the press can 
serve as key sources of compliance monitoring and pressure (Seidman, 2007; Mattli and Woods, 
2009; Fransen, 2012).  The local press and local NGOs play key roles in transnational advocacy 
networks that promote global norms such as labor standards and human rights (Keck and 
Sikkink, 1998: 3).  The high-profile, international NGOs that are often at the center of 
transnational advocacy networks depend heavily on local NGOs to collect information about 
violations of global norms by local actors.  For instance, the strategy of the global anti-sweatshop 
movement has been to work with local NGO partners to identify which local firms supply 
targeted global brands and to do the painstaking investigative work required to reveal exploitive 
labor practices at these suppliers (Bartley and Child, 2014).  Local NGOs, in turn, depend on 
domestic media and domestic channels of communication to transmit information about 
exploitive practices to their more powerful international counterparts in the advocacy network 
(Keck and Sikkink, 1998; Bartley and Child, 2014).  The more free and open these information 
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channels, the more likely local abuses are to attract local and international attention, 
condemnation, and discipline (King, 2014).   
To date, research on civil society pressure and standards compliance has focused on how 
monitoring by civil society actors affects compliance levels at a particular point in time.  Toffel, 
Short, and Ouellet (2015), for instance, have demonstrated that suppliers in countries with more 
press freedom exhibit higher compliance with codes of conduct, suggesting a role for the press in 
enforcing supply chain standards.  Lim and Tsutsui (2012) demonstrate that NGO pressure 
influences the likelihood that TNCs will commit to the principles contained in the United 
Nations Global Compact, and Seidman (2007) suggests the key role of NGOs in enforcing the 
private Rugmark certification regime regulating the use of child labor in carpet manufacturing.   
We argue here that institutional pressure generated by civil society actors like the press 
and NGOs can likewise motivate suppliers to improve compliance.  When suppliers’ failure to 
meet the global norms of behavior prescribed by codes of conduct is documented in social audits, 
those suppliers become attractive targets for transnational advocacy networks seeking to raise 
international labor and human rights standards.1  The modus operandi of these networks is to 
identify violators of global norms and induce them to change (Keck and Sikkink, 1998: 3).  
Local NGOs in these networks see their role as “promoting change by reporting facts” that can 
attract the attention and support of international NGOs, press, and policymakers (Keck and 
                                                 
1 In a context very different from ours, studies have suggested that activists and the press are more likely to target 
companies with strong reputations for social responsibility performance (Luo, Meier, and Oberholzer-Gee, 2012; 
Bartley and Child, 2014) or companies that have adopted extensive organizational structures to implement their CSR 
initiatives (McDonnell, King, and Soule, 2015) than they are to go after the worst-behaved companies.  We do not 
dispute these findings, but we note that these studies focus on very different contexts and actors than those we study 
here.  Those studies focused on activism directed toward branded multinational companies with reputations to 
protect because activists can exercise more leverage over such firms: the better a brand’s reputation, the more 
significant the financial consequences of reputational damage.  Such is not the case with the subjects of our study: 
local suppliers in developing countries. They are unbranded, largely invisible to consumers, and thus more insulated 
from this kind of reputational threat.  As suggested in the literature on transnational advocacy networks, we believe 
that activists will select their targets very differently in these local settings and will attempt to identify the worst 
practices by local suppliers in order to gain the most leverage over the global brands that are the activists’ ultimate 
targets. 
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Sikkink, 1998: 19).  A free local press helps them discover and publicize facts about labor abuses 
at suppliers, increasing the prospect that such suppliers will be disciplined by their buyers or will 
suffer political, legal, or economic consequences in their home markets (Fransen, 2012; Berliner 
et al., 2015).  Consequently, we expect that suppliers in countries with high institutional pressure 
from civil society actors like the local press and NGOs will be especially motivated to improve 
in order to avoid scrutiny, negative publicity, and penalties. 
Hypothesis 1 (H1):  Suppliers will improve more when located in institutional 
environments in which noncompliance with codes of conduct is more likely to be 
exposed and sanctioned. 
 
Cooperative Approach to Social Auditing  
Some commentators have questioned the efficacy of punitive approaches to enforcing 
codes through monitoring and have advocated a more cooperative or “commitment-oriented” 
approach to supplier monitoring programs (Locke, Amengual, and Mangla, 2009).  Rather than 
using supplier audits to detect compliance violations and threaten sanctions, the cooperative 
approach sees audits as an opportunity “to engage in a process of root-cause analysis, joint 
problem solving, information sharing, and the diffusion of best practices that is in the mutual 
self-interest of the supplier, the auditors, and the global corporations for which they work” 
(Locke, Amengual, and Mangla, 2009: 321).  The theory underlying such an approach, 
developed most extensively by Ayres and Braithwaite in Responsive Regulation (1992), is that 
cooperation on the part of regulators will induce regulated entities to reciprocate with 
compliance. 
Studies have suggested that a cooperative approach to social auditing can help buyers, 
suppliers, and auditors develop trusting and cooperative relationships that are more likely to 
motivate improved compliance than more punitive, arms-length approaches will do (Frenkel and 
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Scott, 2002; Locke and Romis, 2007).  Locke and Romis (2007), for instance, find better 
compliance with labor standards at a Nike supplier that had regular, face-to-face contact with 
Nike’s compliance staff than a supplier that had a more distant, formal relationship with Nike’s 
monitors.  They argue that these ongoing interactions led to “transparency and trust … as well as 
joint problem solving” (Locke and Romis, 2007: 60) between Nike and the compliant plant.  By 
contrast, the plant that had less direct interaction with Nike’s monitors viewed the company’s 
standards as little more than hurdles it had to clear to continue receiving orders.  Similarly, in 
studies of compliance with government regulation, research has shown that the coercive threat of 
penalties can undermine a firm’s motivation to cooperate with regulators (Bardach and Kagan, 
1982; Ayres and Braithwaite, 1992; Short and Toffel, 2010). 
In the supply chain audit context, one way that buyers can signal their intention to 
cooperate with a supplier is to notify the supplier in advance that an audit will be occurring.  This 
signals the buyer’s willingness to trust the supplier by making the buyer vulnerable to the 
possibility of opportunism on the part of suppliers who might use the time afforded by advance 
notice to hide their misdeeds (Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman, 1995).  In fact, it is this very 
vulnerability that makes announcing audits a controversial approach.  On the one hand, some 
have argued that it simply gives suppliers time to cover up their bad behavior (AFL-CIO, 2013; 
Clean Clothes Campaign, 2005; LeBaron and Lister, 2015) and there is some empirical evidence 
that this may be the case (Gray, 2006; Marks, 2012; Toffel, Short, and Ouellet, 2015).  Worker 
rights advocates have therefore long favored unannounced audits (Frenkel and Scott, 2002).  On 
the other hand, unannounced audits meant “to catch managers unaware” and impede their ability 
to hide violations “may, for now, help buyers to learn more about the real conditions in 
factories,” but this “aggravates the relationship between buyers and suppliers ...  [and] make[s] it 
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difficult to achieve any sustainable change” (Gould, 2005: 28). 
Our interviews with brands’ ethical supply chain managers and social auditors from 
several firms consistently indicated that unannounced audits convey distrust and a policing 
relationship, with auditors sometimes denied entry to factories, whereas announced audits 
convey a more trusting and cooperative relationship. Thus, although an announced audit might 
uncover fewer violations than an unannounced audit, we argue that it can pay dividends down 
the road by encouraging suppliers to reciprocate with increasing compliance.  
Hypothesis 2 (H2):  Suppliers in cooperative monitoring relationships will improve more 
than other suppliers. 
 
Auditor Training 
There is much skepticism about whether social auditing can foster improvement, given 
questions that have been raised about the competence of the auditors and the integrity of the 
social auditing process (O’Rourke, 2002; Esbenshade, 2004; LeBaron and Lister, 2015). Critics 
charge that auditors lack the requisite knowledge and independence to detect labor abuses 
(O’Rourke, 2002; Esbenshade, 2004; Locke, Amengual, and Mangla, 2009; AFL-CIO, 2013), 
that they “shade their findings depending on the client” (LeBaron and Lister, 2015), that they are 
easily duped by managers who cook the books and coach employees to lie about workplace 
conditions (AFL-CIO, 2013), and that some are outright corrupt, taking bribes and favors from 
the suppliers they audit (Clean Clothes Campaign, 2005).  Others allege that auditors are stuck in 
an ever more sophisticated “cat and mouse” game with suppliers that duplicitously maintain fake 
wage and hours records and coach their workers on how to answer auditors’ questions (Power, 
Ng, and Singh, 2008; Karunakaran, 2013; LeBaron and Lister, 2015).  Research has documented 
biases in the way social auditors record supplier code of conduct violations based, for instance, 
on whether or not the supplier is paying for the audit and on whether or not the auditor has a 
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longstanding relationship with the supplier (Short and Toffel, 2015; Short, Toffel, and Hugill, 
2016).   
Some, including critics of social auditing, have suggested that auditors can be more 
effective when they are more highly trained (Locke, Amengual, and Mangla, 2009; AFL-CIO, 
2013) and there is evidence supporting this.  Research on social auditors has found that better-
trained auditors identify more violations than less-trained ones (Short, Toffel, and Hugill, 2016).   
We argue here that training will likewise enable auditors to help suppliers improve 
following an audit.  Our interviews with auditors and managers at social auditing firms reveal 
that the auditors’ training typically teaches them what different violations look like, how to find 
violations, and what conditions tend to cause them.  Such training is likely to enable auditors not 
only to detect violations, but also to identify their root causes and thus to help the suppliers 
devise solutions. Recent evidence has indicated that government inspections can prompt 
improved working conditions (Levine, Toffel, and Johnson, 2012), suggesting that inspectors 
might play a dual role of assessing current conditions while suggesting pathways to improve.  
Studies in the knowledge transfer and learning literatures support this intuition, finding that 
certain types of training can improve the trainees’ ability to apply and convey information in 
personal interactions such as negotiations (Thompson, Gentner, and Loewenstein, 2000; 
Loewenstein, Thompson, and Gentner; 2003; Nadler, Thompson, and Van Boven, 2003) and that 
information is more likely to be absorbed and acted upon when it comes from a source perceived 
to have expertise (Borgatti and Cross, 2003; Thomas-Hunt, Ogden, and Neale, 2003; Reinholt, 
Pederson, and Foss, 2011). We therefore hypothesize: 
Hypothesis 3 (H3):  Suppliers will improve more following audits conducted by audit 
teams that are more highly trained. 
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Interaction of Auditor Training and Supplier Learning Motivations  
 Improving supplier practices through auditing requires not only a knowledgeable auditor, 
but also a willing supplier to receive the information conveyed.  A substantial body of literature 
suggests that individuals and organizations share and absorb knowledge more effectively in 
collaborative, cooperative, and trusting relationships (Coleman, 1988; Szulanski, 1996; Dyer and 
Chu, 2003; McEvily, Perrone, and Zaheer, 2003; Inkpen and Tsang, 2005; Obstfeld, 2005).  For 
instance, Cheng, Yeh, and Tu (2008) show that the transfer of green production practices from 
buyers to suppliers is most effective when buyers let suppliers participate in decision making and 
when those buyers and suppliers trust one another.  Buyers and suppliers surveyed by Oka 
(2010b) similarly reported that more learning about compliance with workplace standards 
occurred in trusting and cooperative relationships.  These arguments lead to the following 
moderated relationship: 
Hypothesis 4 (H4):  Suppliers audited by highly trained auditors will improve more in 
cooperative monitoring relationships than in other contexts.   
 
In contrast to the demonstrated synergies between learning and cooperation, studies have 
found that the threat of punishment can be detrimental to learning (Deci and Ryan, 1985), 
especially to learning how to improve compliance over time (e.g., Bardach and Kagan, 1982; 
Ayres and Braithwaite, 1992).  Tenbrunsel and Messick (1999: 688) explain that fear of punitive 
sanctions can blunt improvement because the decision to comply is then “mainly about averting 
penalties or achieving rewards” rather than about achieving the best performance possible.  
Firms motivated primarily by the fear of sanctions may learn enough to avoid the sanctions, but 
will not be motivated to improve any further.   
In addition, a punitive approach to enforcement may sour relationships between suppliers 
and auditors, making it “very hard to initiate any improvements” (Gould, 2005: 28).  Researchers 
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have suggested that suppliers subjected to a punitive monitoring approach are more likely to try 
to hide their wrongdoing, thus shifting scarce resources away from the task of actually improving 
working conditions (Plambeck and Taylor, forthcoming).  In a different context, Short and Toffel 
(2010) have demonstrated that firms threatened with penalties if they failed to adopt an internal 
compliance program did not successfully implement the program they adopted and did not 
improve their compliance.   
The foregoing arguments suggest that suppliers have two motivations to improve their 
compliance after an audit. Those facing external compliance pressures in environments with 
significant press freedom may fear exposure and possible sanctions. Those in cooperative 
monitoring arrangements may desire to reciprocate the monitor’s trust.  We argue here that 
highly trained auditors will foster more compliance learning and consequently greater 
compliance improvement by suppliers in cooperative monitoring relationships than by suppliers 
whose primary motivation to improve is fear. 
Hypothesis 5 (H5):  Auditor training will have a greater influence on supplier 
improvement in cooperative monitoring relationships than it will when  poor compliance 
is more likely to be exposed and sanctioned.   
 
DATA AND METHOD 
Empirical Context and Sample  
We tested our hypotheses using data from code-of-conduct audits conducted by a large 
social auditing company (henceforth, the “social auditor”) that requested anonymity.  The data 
includes audits conducted from 2004 through 2009, the most recent six-year period for which we 
could obtain access.  Various characteristics of the audits, auditors, and audited suppliers were 
provided, including unique identifiers (but not names) for the auditors, the suppliers, and the 
buyers on whose behalf the audits were conducted.  While many buyers issue their own supplier 
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code of conduct, our discussions with the social auditor revealed that the differences between 
these codes are slight, which gave us confidence in treating all of these audits similarly.   
Because our empirical specification requires data from a supplier’s focal (current) audit 
and its prior audit, our sample is limited to those suppliers for which our data includes at least 
two audits.  Our estimation sample consists of 8,677 focal audits conducted at 4,940 suppliers 
spanning 13 industries in 66 countries.  The most common industries in our sample are garments, 
accessories, electronics, and toys (see Table 1).  The majority of the audits took place in China; 
many of the rest took place elsewhere in Asia (India, Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, the 
Philippines, and Vietnam) and in North America (Mexico and United States) (see Table 2).   
[Insert Tables 1 and 2 here] 
Dependent Variable 
Our dependent variable measures a supplier’s improvement between its prior and focal 
audits, which we calculate by dividing the number of violations from the focal audit plus 1 by the 
number of violations from the previous audit plus 1, then taking the natural log of that ratio:  
yi,t = ln [ (Vi,t + 1) / (Vi,t-1 + 1) ], 
where Vi,t is the number of violations for supplier i audited at time t that pertain to child labor, 
forced or compulsory labor, working hours, occupational health and safety, minimum wage, 
treatment of foreign workers and subcontractors, and disciplinary practices, and Vi,t-1 is the 
comparable figure from the prior audit at time t-1.2  We add 1—the lowest value of the violation 
count after zero—to both the numerator and the denominator to avoid losing observations in 
                                                 
2 We excluded violations that, according to our data provider, do not apply to all suppliers (dormitory conditions, 
and canteen violations) or were interpreted differently by auditors in different countries (freedom of association, the 
right to organize and bargain collectively, legal or client requirements). 
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which either the current or prior audit yielded zero violations.3 This metric, rather than the 
simple difference in violations, facilitates proportional comparisons between suppliers.4 
Moreover, it provides a more reliable estimate than a percent change metric, which can be overly 
sensitive to outliers and can inflate big changes.5 Finally, our log form enables a straightforward 
interpretation of our coefficients as elasticities.   
Independent Variables 
The extent to which a supplier’s labor abuses documented in social audits risk being 
exposed and sanctioned depends on press freedom and NGO presence.  We measure press 
freedom using the Press Freedom Index from Reporters without Borders, which reflects the 
extent to which journalists faced direct and indirect threats such as imprisonment, physical 
attacks, and censorship.  We reverse-code the raw Press Freedom Index values so that higher 
values indicate greater press freedom, rescale the result to range from 0 to 1, and take the log 
(after adding 1) to reduce skew. We measure NGO density as the number of NGOs in the 
supplier’s country per million population in that country, which we also log to reduce skew. We 
obtained NGO data from the Union of International Associations and population data from the 
US Census Bureau’s International Data Base.  Because press freedom and NGO density are 
highly correlated (=0.83), we use principle components analysis (PCA) as a data reduction 
technique. The first component’s eigenvalue of 1.85 is the only one to exceed the conventional 
                                                 
3 Though only 4% of the prior audits in our sample had zero violations, such suppliers might be distinctively capable 
of exemplary performance and allowing these observations to drop out of the sample risks introducing bias. 
4 For example, our metric considers the proportional reduction from 12 to 6 violations at a large supplier to be 
equivalent to a small supplier’s reduction from 4 to 2 violations, whereas a difference metric would consider the 
former to be three times the magnitude of the latter. 
5 For example, skewness declines by a factor of 10 from a value of 4.2 for percent change to a mere 0.4 for our 
improvement metric and kurtosis declines by a factor of nearly 7 from 30.5 for percent change to 4.5 for 
improvement. 
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threshold of 1 and it explains 92.3 percent of the variance between press freedom and NGO 
density. We refer to this first component as exposure risk.6  
Whether an audit was expected or a surprise was measured by announced, a dichotomous 
variable coded 1 when the supplier had advance notice of the audit date and coded 0 for 
unannounced audits, based on data from the social auditor.  Whether an audit is announced or 
unannounced is typically determined by the buyer on whose behalf the audit is being conducted.  
In our sample, 76 percent of the audits were announced.   
We calculate auditor training as the sum of audit training courses an auditor had taken—
which may address audit skills, specific audit topics, specific client issues, and certification 
schemes such as SA 8000—based on data provided by the social auditor.7 Because audits are 
typically conducted by an audit team, we measure maximum auditor training as the largest 
number of training courses that any team member had undergone by the time the audit was 
conducted, which we log after adding 1 to reduce skew and then standardize to facilitate 
interpretation.  The maximum number of training courses for audit teams averaged 6.9.   
Audit-level Control Variables 
We control for numerous audit-level factors by constructing variables from data provided 
by the social auditor.  We control for the violations in the prior audit because suppliers whose 
prior audit yielded many violations face a different opportunity set than suppliers with a 
“cleaner” history; this may influence their likelihood of improvement.  Violations (prior audit) is 
the number violations from a prior audit, top-coded at the 99th percentile of the sample 
                                                 
6 We report robustness tests below that show that our primary results hold when we estimate models that use press 
freedom and NGO density instead of exposure risk. 
7 Training regarding audit skills helps auditors generally identify violations of codes of conduct. Training regarding 
specific audit topics includes courses on issues relevant to a specific industry, region, or supplier. Specific audit 
training could be about an issue such as child labor that could be a common problem for a particular supplier. 
Training on client issues educates auditors about certain codes of conduct the client is particularly concerned about 
or a specific protocol the client has agreed to comply with, such as SA8000.  
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distribution (25 violations) to reduce the potential impact of outliers and taking the log (after 
adding 1).   
Because prior research indicates that auditing is less stringent when suppliers pay their 
own auditors (Jiang, Stanford, and Xie, 2012; Duflo et al., 2013; Short and Toffel, 2015), we 
created three dummy variables to indicate who paid for the audit: paid by the supplier or third 
party, paid by the buyer (on whose behalf the audit was conducted), and paid by unknown entity 
(to denote instances when we lacked information about who paid).   
Re-audits typically have a more limited scope because they tend to focus on concerns 
raised at the prior audit. Because this could mechanically affect improvement rates, we include 
three dummy variables as controls: (1) prior audit was re-audit, but focal audit was not; (2) focal 
audit was re-audit, but prior audit was not; (3) prior and focal audit were re-audits. The baseline 
condition is that neither the prior nor the focal audit was a re-audit.  
Our interviews with social auditors—at the firm that provided us data and at other —
firms—indicated that the staff hours required to conduct an audit is a reasonable proxy for 
factory size and complexity, factors that could be associated with improvement but for which 
direct measures are not available. In addition, more audit staff-hours in a prior audit might enable 
more opportunity to transfer information between the audit team and the supplier.8 We therefore 
control for auditor exposure (prior audit), which we calculated by taking the log (after adding 1) 
of the number of staff hours required to conduct the supplier’s prior audit, using data from the 
social auditing firm. 
                                                 
8 We include in our model a dummy variable to denote the nearly 50% of observations for which the number of staff 
hours required to conduct the prior audit was missing from the database and where we thus recoded auditor 
exposure (prior audit) observations from missing values to 0. This common econometric approach is algebraically 
equivalent to recoding those missing values with the variable’s mean (Greene, 2007: 62). 
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Audit teams containing individuals who had previously audited the supplier have been 
shown to report fewer violations than teams whose members have no prior history at that 
supplier (Short, Toffel, and Hugill, 2016). We therefore created previous auditor as a dummy 
coded 1 when at least one member of the audit team had participated in the prior audit of that 
supplier and coded 0 otherwise.  Because suppliers may remediate compliance problems 
identified at prior audits and face increasing mitigation costs, we control for audit sequence by 
including a series of dummies denoting the supplier’s first audit in the sample, the second, and so 
on. 
Because an audit team’s gender composition has been shown to affect audit results 
(Short, Toffel, and Hugill, 2016), we include three dummy variables: all-female audit team, 
mixed-gender audit team, and all-male audit team.9  
We control for team experience, which has been shown to affect reported violations 
(Short, Toffel, and Hugill, 2016).  We measure the maximum auditor tenure of each team as the 
maximum years of service with the social auditor among all team members. We include in our 
model both maximum auditor tenure and its squared value because the influence of experience 
on reported violations has been found to be nonlinear (Short, Toffel, and Hugill, 2016).   
Institutional Control Variables 
Several factors pertaining to the supplier’s institutional environment have been shown to 
affect violation rates (Toffel, Short, and Ouellet, 2015) and could affect improvement rates, and 
                                                 
9 50% of our sample had all-female audit teams, 32% had all-male audit teams, and 15% had teams evenly split 
between male and female auditors. The remaining 3% had teams that were 25%, 33%, 66%, or 75% female. 
Therefore, while we observe precise proportions of each team’s gender composition, our dummies better reflect the 
distribution of our data than would a continuous percentage metric.  
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so we control for them at the time of the prior audit.10 A supplier country’s dependence on 
foreign direct investment (FDI) might influence the extent to which the supplier perceives the 
need to respond to international pressure to improve how its factories are managed. Thus, we 
control for each supplier country’s percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) that is made up 
of foreign direct investment (FDI inflows) in the year of the prior audit, based on World Bank 
data.11   
Because legal protection for collective labor rights could influence how much pressure to 
improve suppliers perceive they are under, we obtain labor laws scores from Mosley (2011). 
These scores measure the extent to which domestic law provides collective labor rights such as 
the rights to join unions and strike, whether government approval is required for collective 
bargaining, and whether laws restrict worker rights in export processing zones (Greenhill, 
Mosley, and Prakash, 2009).  Because these scores are available only through 2002—before our 
sample period begins—we use the 2002 values for all years of our analysis.   
Because country-level wealth and differences in wealth between supplier and buyer 
countries could influence improvement rates, we control for GDP per capita (prior audit) as well 
as GDP per capita in buyer country (prior audit), obtained from World Bank data.   
Summary statistics and correlations are reported in Tables 3 and 4.   
[Insert Tables 3 and 4 here] 
                                                 
10 We only include the lagged value for these country-level variables because they are very stable over the period of 
time between two consecutive supplier audits. In particular, the correlation between FDI inflows at prior and focal 
audits is 0.90 and the correlation between GDP per capita at prior and focal audits is 0.99.    
11 FDI inflows measures net inflows of FDI (that is, inflows less divestment during the previous year) used to 
acquire a lasting management interest (that is, 10% or more of a company’s voting stock was purchased by 
international entities) in the supplier’s country. It is composed of equity capital, earnings reinvestment, and other 
short-term and long-term capital as shown in the country’s balance of payments. 
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ESTIMATION AND RESULTS 
We test our hypotheses by estimating a model that predicts improvement based on the 
independent and control variables described above and the following additional control variables. 
Whereas our hypothesized variables pertain to a supplier’s prior audit, these same factors 
pertaining to the focal audit might influence the number of violations reported in that audit, 
which is used to construct our dependent variable. Since failing to account for these factors could 
bias our estimates, we also control for announced (focal audit) and maximum auditor training 
(focal audit). We do not include the focal-audit value of exposure risk because it is very stable 
over time—the correlation of exposure risk between prior and focal audits is 0.99—and 
including it would substantially increase multicollinearity while adding little new information.  
Because (a) several audit design elements and audit team characteristics at the prior audit 
could influence violations recorded in that audit and (b) these same factors at the focal audit 
could influence violations recorded in that audit, we include most audit-level controls—paid by 
supplier or third party, paid by unknown entity, re-audit, previous auditor, all-female audit team, 
mixed-gender audit team, and maximum auditor tenure—in the model twice to control for them 
at both the prior and focal audits.  
We also include industry fixed effects and year fixed effects to control for potential 
differences in improvement rates between suppliers in different industries and between the years 
in our sample, respectively.  Because suppliers might respond differently to buyers exerting 
varying levels of pressure based on the buyers’ own institutional contexts (Toffel, Short, and 
Ouellet, 2015), we include fixed effects for buyer countries.  
We log and then standardize press freedom (prior audit) and maximum auditor training 
(prior audit) to reduce skew, to facilitate an elasticity interpretation of coefficients in response to 
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a one-standard-deviation change, and because we interact these variables with announced. We 
use the log form of all other continuous variables to facilitate their interpretations as elasticities. 
Identification 
Our identification strategy relies on the auditor assignment process being unrelated to our 
hypothesized variables.  With these concerns in mind, we spoke at length with representatives of 
the social auditor that provided our data.  They confirmed that team assignment is not based on 
any of our independent or control variables.  Rather, auditors are assigned based on who is 
available on the audit date and who speaks the language of the supplier’s managers and 
employees, while also ensuring that every team has at least one auditor who has been trained as a 
lead auditor.   
Empirical Results 
For context, we note that suppliers in our sample averaged 7.2 violations in their prior 
audit and 5.6 violations in their focal audit, an average improvement of 1.6 fewer violations.  
This 22-percent improvement rate (calculated as 1.6  7.2) corresponds to the -0.22 sample 
average improvement rate reported in the summary statistics (Table 3).  
We estimate our models using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, clustering 
standard errors by the supplier’s country, the most aggregated level of any of our explanatory 
variables.   
[Insert Table 5 here] 
We test our first three hypotheses with Model 1, our baseline model, and report results in 
Table 5. The statistically significant negative coefficient on exposure risk ( = -0.091; p < 0.01) 
reveals that suppliers tend to improve more in countries with greater press freedom and NGO 
density, which supports H1. The coefficient magnitude indicates that a one-standard-deviation 
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increase in exposure risk (such as a change from Vietnam to the Philippines) is associated with 
an increase in improvement from an average of 22 percent to 32.8 percent, based on average 
predictions across our sample.12 This 32.8 percent decline from the baseline average of 7.2 
violations constitutes a decline of 2.4 violations, which is one and a half times the average 
decline of 1.6 violations.  
The statistically significant negative coefficient on announced (prior audit) in Model 1 
(= -0.040; p < 0.01) indicates that greater improvement follows announced audits than 
unannounced audits, which supports H2.13 The coefficient magnitude indicates that suppliers 
whose prior audit was announced experienced an average 26-percent improvement, calculated by 
adding the average improvement (-0.22) to the coefficient estimate (-0.04). This corresponds to 
0.3 fewer violations beyond the average decline (calculated by multiplying 4.1 percent by 7.23, 
the average number of violations in the prior audit). The average predicted values indicate an 
average improvement rate of 23 percent after announced audits versus 19 percent after 
unannounced audits.   
The statistically significant negative coefficient on the standardized maximum auditor 
training (prior audit) ( = -0.029; p < 0.01) indicates that greater improvement tends to follow 
audits conducted by better-trained audit teams, which supports H3.  The coefficient magnitude 
indicates that, on average, suppliers realize an additional 2.9-percentage point improvement 
when their prior audit was conducted by a team whose best-trained auditor had one-standard-
deviation more training than the average team’s best-trained auditor (that is, 12.7 training 
courses versus the average of 6.9). Such suppliers average a 25-percent decline (the sum of the -
                                                 
12 32.8% is calculated by adding to 0.22 the product of 0.091 (the coefficient on exposure risk) and 1.19 (the 
standard deviation of exposure risk. 
13 Note that if announcing the prior audit gave factories time to hide or solve problems before auditors arrive, prior 
audits would yield fewer violations than they otherwise would, which would bias against our hypothesized result: 
the falsely depressed baseline violation count would make it more difficult to observe subsequent improvement. 
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0.22 sample average and the -0.029 coefficient); a reduction of 1.8 violations from the prior to 
the focal audit, or 0.2 violations more than the average reduction of 1.6 violations.   
To test Hypothesis 4, we add a term that interacts announced (prior audit) and maximum 
auditor training (prior audit) and report the results as Model 2 in Table 5.  The statistically 
significant negative coefficient on the interaction term ( = -0.040; p <0.01) indicates that better-
trained audit teams at prior audits tend to prompt more improvement when those prior audits 
were announced than when they were unannounced, which supports H4.  We graph these results 
in Figure 1, which plots the average predicted effects of maximum auditor training (prior audit) 
on improvement, based on Model 2, for observations where prior audits were announced or 
unannounced.  The downward-sloped dashed line indicates that for announced audits, better-
trained auditors at the prior audit prompt even more improvement. The relatively flat solid line 
indicates that for unannounced audits, suppliers’ improvement rates are fairly constant regardless 
of how well-trained the prior audit team was.   
Hypothesis 5 posits that auditor training will have a greater influence on improvement 
when audits are conducted in a cooperative manner, as indicated by an announced audit, than 
when audits trigger concerns of exposure and sanctions. Model 3 tests this by adding to the prior 
model an interaction term between exposure risk and maximum auditor training (prior audit). 
We compare the nonsignificant slightly positive coefficient on this interaction term (β = 0.001; p 
= 0.83) to the statistically significant negative coefficient on the interaction between announced 
(prior audit) and the standardized maximum auditor training (prior audit) (β = -0.040; p < 0.01) 
using a Wald test, which indicates that these two coefficients significantly differ (Wald F = 
13.42; p < 0.01).  
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Robustness Tests 
To assess whether our results were sensitive to using maximum or averages team values 
for training and experience, we estimated the three models using team averages.  The results are 
nearly identical to our primary results.  
We also estimated the models by substituting standardized press freedom (prior audit) 
and standardized NGO density (prior audit) for risk exposure (prior audit), the principle 
component based on those two variables. Akin to our primary results, this model’s statistically 
significant negative coefficients on press freedom ( = -0.075; p < 0.01) and NGO density (prior 
audit) ( = -0.041; p < 0.05) indicate that suppliers operating in institutional environments with 
greater press freedom and greater NGO pressure tend to improve more than suppliers in 
countries with less press freedom and less NGO pressure. This indicates that support for H1 is 
robust to the choice of measuring the construct as the principle component of press freedom and 
NGO pressure or as the underlying variables. To test whether our results supporting H5 are 
similarly robust, we reestimate Model 3 but interact auditor training with either press freedom or 
NGO density instead of risk exposure.  The first of these two models yielded a significant 
negative coefficient on the interaction between announced (prior audit) and maximum auditor 
training (prior audit) (β = -0.038; p < 0.01) and a nonsignificant coefficient on the interaction 
between press freedom (prior audit) and maximum auditor training (prior audit) ( = 0.009; p = 
0.22); a Wald test indicated that these coefficients differ significantly (Wald F = 14.36; p < 
0.01). Similarly, the second model yielded a statistically significant negative coefficient on the 
interaction between announced (prior audit) and the standardized maximum auditor training 
(prior audit) (β = -0.042; p < 0.01) and a nonsignificant coefficient on the interaction between 
NGO density (prior audit) and maximum auditor training (prior audit) ( = -0.003; p = 0.75); a 
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Wald test indicates that these coefficients differ significantly (Wald F = 9.54; p < 0.01). These 
results further support H5 by indicating that our primary result is robust to alternative measures.   
Our primary results are also robust to several sample restrictions. Some third-party social 
audit protocols detail specific procedures, such as whether audits should be announced or 
unannounced. To determine whether our results were driven by third-party protocol audits, we 
reestimate our models on a subsample excluding the 152 observations where the prior or focal 
audit was conducted according to a third-party protocol such as Business Social Compliance 
Initiative (BSCI), Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT), Social 
Accountability (SA) 8000, Sedex Members Ethical Trade Audit (SMETA), and Waste Reduction 
Audit Protocol (WRAP).  The results were nearly identical to our main results.   
The amount of improvement might depend on the amount of time between the prior and 
focal audits, especially if it were a particularly short or long time.  To assess whether those more 
extreme cases influenced our results, we estimated our models on a subsample that excluded the 
1,719 audits that were conducted fewer than 48 days or more than 433 days after the prior audit 
(the 10th and 90th percentiles of time span, respectively).  The results were nearly identical to 
our main results, although we observed a slight decline in the magnitude and significance of the 
coefficient on announced (prior audit) (β = 0.034; p = 0.08).   
Overall, our primary results proved markedly stable throughout various robustness tests. 
DISCUSSION 
Taken together, our findings reveal that organizational structures adopted by TNCs for 
the instrumentally rational purpose of managing the pressure of private political activism are, 
indeed, associated with improvements in business practices under certain conditions.  First, 
suppliers are more likely to improve when they face higher levels of external compliance 
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pressure in their institutional environments. This finding is consistent with literature highlighting 
the importance of civil society actors in diffusing transnational norms (Keck and Sikkink, 1998) 
and it suggests that private political activism may be more effective when it is supported by 
broader civil society pressures.   
Second, we find that suppliers improve more not only in the face of external institutional 
pressure, but also in response to cooperative gestures on the part of buyers. Specifically, 
suppliers improved more following audits for which they had advance notice.  This finding is 
consistent with economic models predicting that compliance can develop iteratively in response 
to trusting or cooperative gestures on the part of those implementing the rules (e.g., Axelrod, 
1984; Scholz, 1984; Ayres and Braithwaite, 1992) and is consistent with qualitative studies 
finding better compliance with labor codes of conduct by suppliers in trusting and cooperative 
relationships with buyers (Frenkel and Scott, 2002; Locke and Romis, 2007).  At the same time, 
this finding highlights stark trade-offs that must be carefully considered in designing monitoring 
regimes.  Prior research has demonstrated what many fear (O’Rourke, 2002; Esbenshade, 2004; 
Clean Clothes Campaign, 2005; Power, Ng, and Singh, 2008; AFL-CIO, 2013; Karunakaran, 
2013; LeBaron and Lister, 2015); namely that supply chain auditors find fewer violations in 
audits that are pre-announced (Short, Toffel, and Hugill, 2016). Research on government 
regulatory regimes has shown that some regulated entities create “Potemkin villages” to hide 
obvious violations in advance of known inspections (Gray, 2006).  Thus, a monitoring program 
that aims to collect the most complete and accurate information about supply chain conditions or 
that seeks to catch a supplier in the act of committing serious infractions might require different 
design choices from a program that seeks to foster improvement in working conditions over 
time.   
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Finally, we find that suppliers are more likely to improve when their auditors are highly 
trained, but only in the context of cooperative monitoring arrangements in which audits are 
announced in advance.  By contrast, highly trained auditors add no significant value where 
suppliers face external compliance pressures.  To our knowledge, our study is the first to test 
how factors associated with supplier improvement interact with each other.  We demonstrate that 
such factors are not discrete and additive, but rather are interdependent and can moderate one 
another.  Our findings suggest the crucial importance of understanding these interactions and the 
need to design monitoring regimes with the institutional context in mind.   
Private Politics and Organizational Self-regulation  
In addition to theorizing and identifying conditions under which self-regulatory structures 
adopted in response to private political activism will be associated with changes in behavior, our 
study makes several important contributions to the literature.  First, we begin a productive 
dialogue between the literatures on private politics and organizational self-regulation.  Research 
on private politics, grounded in economic sociology and political economy, has tended to focus 
on the mobilization of collective action targeting private organizations and on organizational 
responses to that activism, including the adoption of self-regulatory structures (Baron, 2003; 
Eesley and Lenox, 2006; Baron and Diermeier, 2007; King and Soule, 2007; King, 2008; Soule, 
2009; McDonnell and King, 2013; Bartley and Child, 2014; Mena and Waeger, 2014; 
McDonnell, King, and Soule, 2015), but it has paid little attention to whether and how those 
structures have changed the practices of organizations or the market conditions that originally 
motivated the activism.  By contrast, studies of organizational self-regulation, grounded in 
economic deterrence theory and the socio-legal literature on compliance, have investigated 
conditions under which organizations adhere to the self-regulatory commitments they purport to 
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adopt (Potoski and Prakash, 2005; Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly, 2006; Short and Toffel, 2010; Lim 
and Tsutsui, 2012; Marquis and Qian, 2014), but this literature has had little interest in where 
those structures come from and whether their genealogy has any bearing on their efficacy.  As 
activism for social change increasingly “goes private” and generates new forms of organizational 
self-regulation to govern markets, it is crucial to understand each stage of the private political 
process, from mobilization to organizational response to changes (or not) in practice. 
The private politics literature, given its empirical focus on mobilization and response, 
tends to view the outcomes of private political activism as largely symbolic.  For instance, 
studies find organizations using “impression management tactics” as a defense against activism 
(McDonnell and King, 2013: 411), making “concessions” or public commitments to conform to 
activists’ demands (Eesley and Lenox, 2006; King, 2008), and adopting organizational structures 
such as CSR officers or board committees (McDonnell, King, and Soule, 2015).  Drawing on the 
broader social movements literature, private politics research makes a persuasive case for the 
importance of symbolic outcomes; for instance, raising the public’s political consciousness and 
constructing understandings among market actors “about what is valuable and appropriate” 
(King and Pearce, 2010; McDonnell and King, 2013: 410).  However, this literature has neither 
theorized nor tested when the outcomes of private political activism might be “more than merely 
symbolic” (Short and Toffel, 2010) or what the implications of this might be.  By demonstrating 
that codes and monitoring can meaningfully change the practices of organizations, our study 
answers calls to extend the literature on private politics into the realm of practical outcomes 
(Short and Toffel, 2010; De Bakker et al., 2013).   
Beyond the “Business Case” for Corporate Social Responsibility  
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Our study similarly extends existing research on CSR—the constellation of 
“organizational practices that are intended to serve stakeholders beyond the firm’s owners, 
including employees, customers, communities, and society at large” (Chin, Hambrick, and 
Treviño, 2013: 202).  A substantial body of research has sought to understand what drives 
companies to adopt CSR practices, but has not focused on the outcomes of CSR adoption 
(Aguilera et al., 2007; David, Bloom, and Hillman, 2007; Marquis, Glynn, and Davis, 2007; 
Chiu and Sharfman, 2011; Chin, Hambrick, and Treviño, 2013; Briscoe, Gupta, and Anner, 
2015).  Another extensive literature focuses on the “business case” for CSR by investigating 
whether it is associated with various measures of corporate financial performance, including firm 
value (Margolis and Walsh, 2003; Orlitzky, Schmidt, and Rynes, 2003), cost of capital (El Ghoul 
et al., 2011), and credit ratings (Jiraporn et al., 2014).  Our study moves beyond these financial 
metrics to investigate whether the adoption of socially responsible practices like codes and 
monitoring is associated with improvements in the social outcomes that they purport to 
address—in this case, working conditions. In doing so, our work answers calls for more research 
into CSR’s substantive impacts (Margolis and Walsh, 2003; Marquis and Qian, 2014; Briscoe, 
Gupta, and Anner, 2015).   
Our finding that codes and monitoring are, under certain conditions, associated with 
improvements in supplier labor standards challenges the framing of normative debates about 
CSR.  These debates have been highly polarized, with some espousing the view that CSR can 
address a variety of social harms and enhance societal well-being (e.g., Margolis and Walsh, 
2003) while others dismiss it as a smokescreen to mask the insidious activities of TNCs (e.g., 
Banerjee, 2007).  Our study calls for a more nuanced, contextual, and empirically grounded 
assessment of the virtues and vices of CSR.   
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Self-regulation and the Shadow of the State 
Our study contributes to the literature on organizational self-regulation by demonstrating 
that self-regulatory structures can improve compliance even where the shadow of state regulation 
is faint.  We identify factors associated with supplier compliance improvements in contexts 
known to lack robust enforcement of government labor regulation. Indeed, our empirical results 
find no evidence that the stringency of state regulatory regimes (as measured by labor laws 
scores) explains why some suppliers improve more than others.  This places our study in some 
tension with existing research, which has consistently found that the efficacy of organizational 
self-regulatory structures depends on the background threat of state monitoring or intervention 
(King and Lenox, 2000; Short and Toffel, 2010; Lim and Tsutsui, 2012; Short, 2013; Marquis 
and Qian, 2014; Toffel, Short, and Ouellet, 2015).  However, our findings support those who 
have argued that civil society actors can provide an alternative source of compliance pressure to 
government regulation (e.g., Ayres and Braithwaite, 1992; Mattli and Woods, 2009).   
The varying findings in this literature might result from varying empirical contexts, some 
of which measure compliance with the standards of voluntary programs embedded in state-based 
regulatory regimes, while others measure adherence to privately imposed rules.  While we do not 
identify a direct role for government in promoting compliance improvements with private codes 
of conduct, our finding that institutional pressures from press freedom and NGO activity are 
associated with greater improvement suggests an important background role for the state in 
maintaining a space for civil society actors to operate.  Further theoretical development and 
empirical investigation is necessary to identify the importance of the state’s regulatory presence 
relative to that of other factors associated with the success of self-regulation. 
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Compliance Knowledge Transfer in Monitoring Arrangements 
Finally, our study highlights the relationship between knowledge transfer and regulatory 
compliance improvement and suggests fruitful avenues for research and theory bridging these 
domains.  While the importance of compliance assistance and information exchange are often 
posited in research on supply chain standards (e.g., Locke, Amengual, and Mangla, 2009) and in 
the broader literature on regulatory governance (e.g., Sabel and Zeitlin, 2012; de Burca, 
Keohane, and Sabel, 2014), to our knowledge, the role of information transfer in compliance 
improvement has not been empirically tested.  Our finding that supplier compliance improves 
more following audits conducted by highly trained auditors and that this training effect is 
amplified under cooperative conditions strongly suggest that information transfer is a crucial 
mechanism for improving compliance.  However, future research is needed to document more 
directly the types of information exchanged between auditors and suppliers, the channels and 
methods of knowledge transfer, and their relationship to compliance improvements. 
Such research will require more dialogue between the literatures on standards compliance 
and knowledge transfer.  The knowledge transfer literature has largely ignored the importance of 
information sharing in promoting regulatory compliance or compliance with social and 
environmental standards in supply chains.  An extensive body of research on knowledge transfer 
examines the conditions under which information, expertise, and best practices can be 
transmitted between individuals, teams, and firms and within teams and firms (Hansen, 1999; 
Edmondson, Bohmer, and Pisano, 2001; Oxley and Wada, 2009), including supply chain 
partners (MacDuffie and Helper, 1997; Dyer and Chu, 2003; Kotabe, Martin, and Domoto, 2003; 
Modi and Mabert, 2007), but it provides little insight into how social auditors can best transfer 
compliance knowledge to audited firms.  Indeed, this literature suggests many barriers impeding 
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the transmission of information in this setting, including the geographic and cultural distance 
between buyers and suppliers (Szulanski, 1996; Almeida, Song, and Grant, 2002; Bhagat et al., 
2002; Hernandez, 2014), the fact that the auditors who supply compliance information often 
have loose and fleeting social ties with the suppliers who receive it (Kotabe, Martin, and 
Domoto, 2003; Reagans and McEvily, 2003; Gomes-Casseres, Hagedoorn, and Jaffe, 2006), and 
the fact that the connection between code compliance and financial performance may not be 
immediately apparent to suppliers (who often fear it will erode their competitive advantage).  
Our study’s suggestion that knowledge transfer can occur even under such conditions presents 
new opportunities for theorizing and empirical research in this field.   
Limitations and Future Research 
Our study has limitations but also suggests promising areas for future research.  First, 
because all the suppliers in our sample were audited, our findings only address why some audited 
suppliers improve more rapidly than others.  We do not address whether auditing is associated 
with more rapid improvement than other possible interventions such as more stringent 
government regulation, legally binding international standards, or labor union activities.  These 
are vital questions for future research. 
Second, our findings are subject to several data limitations. Our study examines factories 
that faced at least two social audits by a single firm. By omitting establishments that were 
audited just once, we exclude audits that buyers might have initiated as a first step toward 
establishing a supplier relationship that was subsequently abandoned. Our focus on a single 
auditing firm has the advantage of providing comparable auditor training data, but does not 
enable us to compare practices across auditing firms. Omitting certain types of code violations 
from our analysis enhanced the reliability of our improvement measure, but creates a need for 
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future research to determine whether the factors we found to predict improvement would also do 
so with the types of violations we omitted, particularly those concerning freedom of association 
and collective bargaining. Data limitations also prevented us from controlling for some of the 
factors that prior studies have found to be predictive of regulatory compliance, such firm size and 
regulatory enforcement practices. While we believe that our proxies for key independent 
variables are reasonable, we cannot rule out the possibility that they are imperfect. 
Conclusion 
As private political strategies become increasingly important in pursuing social change, it 
is crucial to understand the full range of outcomes they can produce and the conditions under 
which these outcomes are likely.  We identify key conditions under which self-regulatory 
structures adopted in response to private political activism measurably improve working 
conditions.  Our findings suggest the need to look beyond the symbolism of organizational 
responses to assess how private political activism can improve corporate practices.  
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Figure 1. Average Predicted Improvement Values Based on Varying Amounts of Maximum 
Auditor Training at Prior Audit, for Prior Audits That Were Unannounced or Announced 
 
 
Note: This figure plots average predicted values of improvement from Model 2 when the prior audit was 
announced or unannounced, based on varying levels of maximum auditor training at the prior audit 
(logged and standardized) and all other variables at their actual values.  
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Table 1. Industry Composition of Audits and Audited Suppliers 
Audits Suppliers 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Accessories 930 10.7% 506 10.2% 
Building materials 143 1.6% 74 1.5% 
Chemicals and plastics 47 0.5% 36 0.7% 
Electronics 358 4.1% 171 3.5% 
Food, agriculture, beverages 73 0.8% 56 1.1% 
Footwear 191 2.2% 103 2.1% 
Furniture 226 2.6% 103 2.1% 
Garment 2,902 33.4% 1,659 33.6% 
Metal products 85 1.0% 45 0.9% 
Paper, printing, and publishing 117 1.3% 71 1.4% 
Services 25 0.3% 15 0.3% 
Toys 269 3.1% 139 2.8% 
Unknown (other and missing) 3,311 38.2% 1,962 39.7% 
Total 8,677 100.0% 4,940 100.0% 
Table 2. Location of Audits and Audited Suppliers  
 
Audits Suppliers 
Supplier country Number Percent Number Percent 
Bangladesh 129 1.5% 104 2.1% 
Brazil 40 0.5% 32 0.6% 
Canada 33 0.4% 19 0.4% 
China (includes Hong Kong) 6,345 73.1% 3,416 69.1% 
Egypt 23 0.3% 13 0.3% 
Guatemala 29 0.3% 24 0.5% 
India 288 3.3% 207 4.2% 
Indonesia 143 1.6% 101 2.0% 
Italy 30 0.3% 28 0.6% 
Jordan 36 0.4% 22 0.4% 
Korea, Republic of (South) 53 0.6% 39 0.8% 
Malaysia 40 0.5% 25 0.5% 
Mexico 77 0.9% 66 1.3% 
Pakistan 75 0.9% 53 1.1% 
Peru 35 0.4% 23 0.5% 
Philippines 121 1.4% 71 1.4% 
Sri Lanka 55 0.6% 40 0.8% 
Thailand 41 0.5% 30 0.6% 
Turkey 84 1.0% 59 1.2% 
United States 629 7.2% 302 6.1% 
Vietnam 187 2.2% 121 2.4% 
Countries with <20 audits in sample 184 2.1% 145 2.9% 
Total 8,677 100.0% 4,940 100.0% 
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Table 3. Summary Statistics 
 
Mean SD Min Max 
Improvement -0.22 0.86 -3.26 3.26 
Exposure risk (prior audit)  -0.34 1.19 -1.14 4.02 
Press freedom§ (prior audit)  0.00 1 -0.77 2.37 
NGO density§  (prior audit)  0.00 1 -0.55 4.85 
Announced (prior audit) 0.76 0.43 0 1 
Maximum auditor training§ (prior audit)  0.00 1 -1.65 1.64 
Violations (prior audit) 7.23 5.81 0 25 
Violations† (prior audit) 1.84 0.77 0 3.26 
Announced (focal audit) 0.77 0.42 0 1 
Maximum auditor training† (focal audit) 2.04 0.87 0 3.47 
Paid by supplier or third party (prior audit) 0.51 0.50 0 1 
Paid by the buyer (prior audit) 0.43 0.49 0 1 
Paid by unknown entity (prior audit) 0.06 0.24 0 1 
Paid by supplier or third party (focal audit) 0.52 0.50 0 1 
Paid by the buyer (focal audit) 0.42 0.49 0 1 
Paid by unknown entity (focal audit) 0.05 0.22 0 1 
Prior audit was re-audit, but focal audit was not 0.10 0.30 0 1 
Focal audit was re-audit, but prior audit was not 0.38 0.49 0 1 
Prior and focal audit were re-audits 0.19 0.40 0 1 
Auditor exposure† (prior audit)  0.72 0.78 0 4.39 
Previous auditor (prior audit) 0.10 0.30 0 1 
Previous auditor (focal audit) 0.22 0.42 0 1 
Audit sequence 1.84 1.31 1 11 
All-female audit team (prior audit) 0.53 0.50 0 1 
Mixed-gender audit team (prior audit) 0.16 0.37 0 1 
All-female audit team (focal audit) 0.50 0.50 0 1 
Mixed-gender audit team (focal audit) 0.18 0.38 0 1 
Maximum auditor tenure† (prior audit)  1.86 0.28 0.69 2.77 
Maximum auditor tenure† (focal audit)  1.78 0.32 0.69 2.77 
FDI inflows† (prior audit)  1.54 0.38 -0.45 3.41 
Labor laws† (2002)  3.12 0.12 2.30 3.35 
GDP per capita†  (prior audit)  7.78 1.00 5.61 10.68 
GDP per capita in buyer country† (prior audit)  10.59 0.26 6.59 10.85 
N=8,677 audits. † indicates logged. § indicates logged, then standardized. 
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Table 4. Correlations 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 
(1) Improvement 1.00
(2) Exposure risk (prior audit)  0.03 1.00
(3) Press freedom§ (prior audit)  0.03 0.96 1.00
(4) NGO density§  (prior audit)  0.02 0.95 0.84 1.00
(5) Announced (prior audit) -0.07 -0.13 -0.15 -0.10 1.00
(6) Maximum auditor training§ (prior audit)  -0.06 -0.17 -0.18 -0.15 0.02 1.00
(7) Violations† (prior audit) -0.57 -0.29 -0.29 -0.26 0.09 0.04 1.00
(8) Paid by supplier or third party (prior audit) 0.00 -0.28 -0.29 -0.23 0.16 -0.03 0.05 1.00
(9) Paid by the buyer (prior audit) 0.02 0.26 0.27 0.22 -0.18 0.03 -0.07 -0.88 1.00
(10) Paid by unknown entity (prior audit) -0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.05 -0.26 -0.22 1.00 
(11) Prior audit was re-audit, but focal audit was not 0.21 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.08 -0.18 0.03 -0.02 -0.03 1.00
(12) Focal audit was re-audit, but prior audit was not -0.27 -0.08 -0.08 -0.07 0.07 0.05 0.31 0.05 -0.07 0.04 -0.26 1.00
(13) Prior and focal audit were re-audits -0.02 -0.15 -0.16 -0.13 -0.02 0.04 -0.02 0.12 -0.09 -0.06 -0.17 -0.38 1.00
(14) Auditor exposure† (prior audit)  -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.18 0.25 0.02 -0.22 0.22 0.01 -0.06 0.01 -0.10 1.00
(15) Previous auditor (prior audit) 0.03 0.17 0.16 0.16 -0.06 0.06 -0.12 -0.05 0.06 -0.02 0.06 -0.13 0.11 0.03 1.00
(16) Audit sequence 0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.02 0.29 -0.17 0.04 -0.01 -0.07 0.16 -0.24 0.26 0.00 0.20 1.00
(17) All-female audit team (prior audit) 0.00 -0.13 -0.12 -0.13 0.03 -0.02 0.02 0.03 -0.03 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.05 -0.08 0.01 1.00
(18) Mixed-gender audit team (prior audit) -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 0.09 0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.06 -0.47 1.00
(19) Maximum auditor tenure† (prior audit)  0.01 0.20 0.20 0.17 -0.07 -0.34 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.03 0.02 -0.04 -0.02 -0.17 0.00 -0.09 0.02 0.04 1.00
(20) FDI inflows† (prior audit)  -0.03 -0.44 -0.55 -0.28 0.11 0.27 0.16 0.18 -0.17 -0.01 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.05 -0.08 0.11 0.05 0.02 -0.19 1.00
(21) Labor laws† (2002)  -0.02 -0.43 -0.41 -0.41 0.03 0.10 0.09 0.09 -0.09 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.05 -0.03 -0.14 0.08 0.20 0.00 -0.03 0.25 1.00
(22) GDP per capita†  (prior audit)  0.00 0.58 0.59 0.53 -0.16 0.05 -0.20 -0.21 0.19 0.04 -0.03 -0.09 -0.10 -0.01 0.09 0.10 0.06 -0.04 0.22 -0.21 0.10 1.00 
(23) GDP per capita in buyer country† (prior audit)  -0.01 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.12 0.11 -0.06 0.00 0.13 -0.25 -0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.05 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.01 -0.03 -0.01 0.02 0.09 
N=8,677 audits. † indicates logged. § indicates logged, then standardized. 
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Table 5. Regression Results 
Dependent variable: Improvement 
    (1) (2) (3) 
H1 Exposure risk (prior audit)  -0.091** -0.091** -0.090**
[0.016] [0.016] [0.016] 
H2 Announced (prior audit) -0.040** -0.040** -0.040**
[0.013] [0.014] [0.014] 
H3 Maximum auditor training§ (prior audit)  -0.029** 0.003 0.003 
[0.011] [0.017] [0.016] 
H4 Maximum auditor training§ (prior audit) × Announced (prior audit)  -0.040** -0.040**
[0.011] [0.012] 
 Maximum auditor training§ (prior audit) × Exposure risk (prior audit) 0.001 
[0.006] 
Violations† (prior audit) -0.670** -0.672** -0.672**
[0.026] [0.027] [0.027] 
Announced (focal audit) -0.061** -0.060** -0.060**
[0.020] [0.021] [0.020] 
Maximum auditor training† (focal audit) 0.058** 0.058** 0.058**
[0.016] [0.016] [0.016] 
Maximum auditor tenure† (prior audit) 0.210 0.205 0.205 
[0.197] [0.194] [0.194] 
Maximum auditor tenure† (prior audit), squared -0.055 -0.052 -0.052 
[0.051] [0.050] [0.050] 
Maximum auditor tenure† (focal audit)  0.582** 0.590** 0.591**
 [0.183] [0.184] [0.184] 
Maximum auditor tenure† (focal audit), squared -0.156** -0.158** -0.158**
[0.046] [0.046] [0.046] 
Paid by supplier or third party (prior audit) 0.044+ 0.047* 0.047* 
[0.024] [0.024] [0.024] 
Paid by supplier or third party (focal audit) -0.105** -0.107** -0.107**
[0.013] [0.013] [0.013] 
Paid by unknown entity (prior audit) -0.014 -0.013 -0.013 
[0.022] [0.022] [0.022] 
Paid by unknown entity (focal audit) 0.038 0.035 0.036 
[0.051] [0.050] [0.050] 
Prior audit was re-audit, but focal audit was not 0.131** 0.134** 0.134**
[0.036] [0.034] [0.034] 
Focal audit was re-audit, but prior audit was not -0.261** -0.258** -0.258**
[0.015] [0.016] [0.016] 
Prior and focal audit were re-audits -0.176** -0.173** -0.173**
[0.012] [0.013] [0.013] 
Auditor exposure† (prior audit)  -0.133** -0.138** -0.137**
[0.024] [0.024] [0.023] 
Previous auditor (prior audit) -0.019 -0.020 -0.021 
[0.027] [0.027] [0.027] 
Previous auditor (focal audit) -0.034+ -0.034+ -0.034+ 
[0.018] [0.018] [0.018] 
 
 (continued on next page) 
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Table 5 (continued) 
All-female audit team (prior audit) -0.009 -0.009 -0.009 
[0.013] [0.013] [0.014] 
Mixed-gender audit team (prior audit) 0.022 0.022 0.022 
[0.024] [0.024] [0.024] 
All-female audit team (focal audit) 0.067** 0.067** 0.067**
[0.018] [0.018] [0.018] 
Mixed-gender audit team (focal audit) 0.127** 0.127** 0.127**
[0.027] [0.027] [0.027] 
FDI inflows† (prior audit)  0.068+ 0.068+ 0.068+ 
 [0.040] [0.040] [0.040] 
Labor laws† (2002)  -0.160 -0.161 -0.160 
[0.115] [0.116] [0.116] 
GDP per capita† (prior audit) -0.049** -0.051** -0.051**
[0.016] [0.016] [0.016] 
GDP per capita in buyer country† (prior audit) 0.010 0.001 0.001 
[0.029] [0.031] [0.031] 
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 
Audit-sequence fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 
  Buyer-country fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 
Observations (audits) 8,677 8,677 8,677 
Firms 4,940 4,940 4,940 
R-squared 0.41 0.41 0.41 
H5 F value of Wald test: are the two interaction coefficients equivalent? 13.42** 
 
Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression coefficients with standard errors clustered by supplier country in 
brackets. **p<0.01, *p<0.05, +p<0.10.  † indicates logged. § indicates logged, then standardized. Baseline 
(omitted) categories are paid by the brand for focal and prior audit and neither focal nor prior are re-audits. 
All models include dummy variables to indicate instances in which the following variables were missing data 
and thus recoded to 0: auditor exposure (prior audit) (4,339 audits), previous auditor (prior audit) (4,154 
audits), and previous auditor (focal audit) (9 audits). 
